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In this manuscript, the authors present high-temporal-resolution data sets of stable
water isotope compositions in precipitation and streamflow for the Plynlimon research
catchment. They then use these data to demonstrate its value for the characterization
of catchment-scale transport characteristics in the form of “new water fractions” and
transit time distributions. The paper is well-written and offers a detailed description
and analysis of the presented data. In particular the comparison of the new 7-hourly
data with previously collected weekly data gives the reader rare and interesting insights
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into value of high resolution sampling. I would thus be more than glad to see this paper
eventually published. However, I do have a few comments and questions, which I hope
will help the authors to further strengthen the manuscript.

(1) I was a bit surprised by the discussion of the differences between “new water frac-
tions” from 7-hourly and weekly samples, respectively (in particular, sections 5.1 and
5.3, together with figures 8-10). The way the analysis is presented now, it seems to
the reader that it should be a surprise that the “new water fraction” increases with in-
creased sampling interval. Of course, this is purely related to an ambiguous definition
of “new water”: the longer the time interval considered as “new”, the more water label
as “new” will reach the stream. Therefore, phrases such as “Which new water fractions
are the correct ones [. . .]” (p.13,l.16) are very surprising. Instead, the reader may bene-
fit more from this analysis and the concept of “new water”, if this inherent ambiguity was
clearly stated and explained upfront and the effects of it then shown in the subsequent
analysis. It may thus be more informative to first provide an unambiguous definition
(e.g. new water = 7 (or 14)-days sampling) and to then show a figure in section 5.3
with a direct comparison of the 7-day(!) or 14-day water fraction - as inferred from both,
aggregated 7-hr sampling intervals and the weekly intervals, respectively. This would
directly illustrate the gain of information when switching from low- to high-resolution
sampling. Ideally, they would be identical. But are they?

(2) Related to the above, the discussion and treatment of what the authors refer to
as “dry deposition” of chloride could benefit from a bit more detail. If I understood
correctly, samples with high chloride concentrations are removed from the analysis.
This can of course be done. However, I think it would be important to remind the
reader that this is only a meaningful thing to do as long as the “new water fractions”
and/or transit time distributions sought are limited to very short time periods. The
longer the definition of “new water” or the transit times of interest (here: up to 7 days;
Fig.13), the more uncertainties the exclusion of these concentrations will introduce into
the analysis. Why? Even if entering the catchment by dry deposition, the chloride
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mass deposited will not disappear and will be transported through the system with
the subsequent rainfall events to eventually reach the stream. I may have missed
something, but should dry deposition not, at least to some degree, be accounted for
when considering volume-weighted estimates?

(3) It is great to see that the authors also provide an analysis of transit time distribu-
tions and their sensitivity to changes in wetness conditions and season. However, the
sections 5.4-5.6 could strongly benefit from a bit more context. This sort of analysis
has been done earlier, albeit with different methods, both in Plynlimon (e.g. Benettin et
al., 2015; Harman, 2015) and elsewhere (e.g. Heidbuechel et al., 2012; Hrachowitz et
al., 2013; van der Velde et al., 2015; von Freyberg et al., 2018). It may be interesting
to compare the results and interpretations of this manuscript to the findings of at least
these previous papers.

. Minor points:

p.2,l.8-9: “Because these tracers do not react. . .”. We do not have any really pas-
sive tracers. The tracers we use are essentially all subject to some non-passive be-
haviour (as the authors also acknowledge somewhere later in the manuscript). Please
rephrase.

p.2,l.28: I agree, but it may be interesting for the reader to add an explanation of why
this may be beneficial.

p.2,l.32: Agreed. But I thought Kirchner et al. (2010) did not only ask the question but
also provided some interesting insights. Please rephrase.

p.3,l.2: “. . .if the evaporated waters then evaporate completely. . .”. Not sure I under-
stand what you want to express here.

p.3,l.4: agreed, but this is only one possible effect on isotopes. Maybe rephrase to
make this clearer. In addition, was it necessary to correct for altitude here? If yes, how
was it done?
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p.3,l.10-11: or where anthropogenic chloride inputs can be estimated (e.g. fertilizer;
Hrachowitz et al., 2015)

p.3,l.18: if they are both transported conservatively(!) with the water then they *need
to* yield similar results.

p.3,l.25: please provide references, e.g. Neal et al (2013) or Kirchner and Neal (2013)
would fit nicely in here.

p.7,l.14-17: If 65% of the samples were subject to overflow and if the intra-interval
isotope variations can be considerable, how reliable is the subsequent analysis then?
This would warrant some discussion later on in the manuscript.

p.8,l.10: Kirchner et al. (2004) would fit nicely as reference here.

p.10,l.1: “can” or “are”?

p.12,l.10: “. . .less than 3% of streamflow. . .”. When? On average? Or during a specific
period?

p.12,l.13-15,21-22: this is obvious. See comment (1) – perhaps a better idea to make
this the starting point and then illustrate the effects of it.

p.13,l.18-20: agreed. But should this not be a standard procedure at least since Niemi
(1977)?

p.14,l.23-24: see also Hrachowitz et al. (2015)
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